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Blade 2.1 - UK

The factory
Finis B.V.
Company
Finis Food Processing Equipment
specialises in engineering process
solutions, ranging from stand alone
machines to complete
production lines, for the international
vegetables and fruit industry.
Finis invests continuously in developing
new machines and systems to improve
the operational eﬃciency of its
customers and the quality of their end
products.

History
In 1924 Machinefabriek Finis was founded by Aloysius van Raaij.
He started with the production of small weighers and slicing machines for
the local butcher and greengrocer. The company is carrying a philosophy
about the relationship with their customers.
Finis does not develop so that they can be number 1; Finis develops so
that the customer can be number 1.
In time the delivery program was expanded. In the early seventies
Albert van Raaij took over the company. Ten years later his son, the
present owner Ton succeeded his father. With this the 3rd and even the
4th generation is now leading the company. All with the same believe
and philosophy.
As a family business Finis believes in mutual co-operation and good
communication with both staﬀ and customers.
With the fourth generation of the family now involved in the business,
Finis remains committed to providing its clients with outstanding
equipment to support them in creating added value in food processing.

A partner in food processing
throughout generations
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The co-operation
Eillert B.V.
The companies
Throughout many years Finis as well as
Eillert B.V. have developed into
renowned manufacturers of food
processing machines and complete
production lines for the food industry.
Finis as a specialist in equipment

Strategic co-operation

for handling and processing of

A number of constructive meetings between the management of both

root vegetables.
Eillert has been very successful in
serving the vegetable
processing industry.

companies has lead to a participation of Finis in Eillert B.V.
The complementary activities of both companies will result in a complete
line delivery program for the fresh market, leading to clear advantages
for our mutual clients.
Finis is specialized in the ﬁeld of peeling technologies for onions, potatoes
and other bulbous products. Eillert will concentrate on its core activity i.e.
the processing of (leafy) vegetables.

The future
By establishing a co-operation between both companies the possibility will
be created to realize complete turn key projects.
The back up of a skilled team of specialists, the international experience
and the know how of both companies will oﬀer added value to
the market.

Complete projects
Turn-key
Partnership
Finis is an acclaimed worldwide leader
in providing complete end to end
processing projects.
Finis has formed partnerships with
other world renowned manufacturers
to enable the company to oﬀer
turn key projects.

Turn-key

Each supplier has been carefully

Finis is a key player in providing complete projects.

selected on their knowledge,
experience, quality and reputation.

With the help of computer-aided design, we are able to
design complete projects attuned to your speciﬁc needs
easily and quickly. The capacity ranges from a few hundred
kilogrammes to more than hundred tons per day.
Naturally, Finis takes care of the entire planning, execution,
installation and commissioning and this
includes the training of your staﬀ.

Continuous peeler
Blade 2.1
Products
Potatoes - Carrots - Swedes Beetroots - Parsnips - Oranges - etc.

Capacity per hour
N.º of discs

Kilograms

Pounds

6

1.000

2.250

12

2.000

4.500

18

3.000

6.500

24

4.000

8.500

36

6.000

13.200

Blade 2.1
The Finis machine has up to 36 rotating discs that carefully
peel the product.
Due to the machine design, the product’s cell structure is kept intact,
resulting in an end product with a longer shelf life and
a hand peeled look. Stainless steel motors with frequency converters
individually drive the peeling discs.
The peeling time can be adjusted by changing the speed of the machine.

Elevator and weighing
To ensure a uniform end product, a special infeed with an
elevator weighs the amount of product.
For convenience, the Continuous peeler will automatically signal the belt
when to run or stop. The machine will peel continuously, repeat
batches of for instance 8 kg.
In combination with the belt we create an automatic process with a
perfect and continuous ﬂow of products.

The discs
Blade 2.1
Footprint
N.º of discs

Cms

Inch

6

52 x 360

20 x 141

12

84 x 360

33 x 141

18

84 x 470

33 x 185

24

84 x 580

33 x 228

36

116 x 580

45 x 228

Abrasive peeling
The Continuous peeler includes a hygienic and safe alternative of abrasive
peeling. It does not leave carborundum in your end product.
The discs can be used clockwise and counter-clockwise for both the upper
and lower side of the disc. As a result they can be used 4 times before
sharpening, making the maintenance costs fairly reasonable.
5 diﬀerent types of discs, each with a diﬀerent size of hole, create a very
ﬂexible but most of all economical solution compared to the old fashion
carborundum.

Knife peeling and the combination
The specially developed knife discs create a perfect end product with a
‘hand peeled’ look and increased shelf-life.
The knives a high durability due to the premium stainless steel used.
Thanks to the simplicity of the system, the machine can easily be adapted
towards a knife peeler, abrasive peeler or even a combination of
best of both worlds as a combination peeler.

A partner in foodprocessing
throughout generations
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Operation
Blade 2.1
After steam peeling
The Blade 2.1 is a multifunctional
machine which can be used as a
combination or abrasive/knife peeler.
When used as a reject peeler specially
developed blades help to reduce the
steam time and improve the quality.
The rejects are peeled automatically
into quality potatoes with a
minimum amount of waste.

Operation
Our specially designed low maintenance motors are constructed from
stainless steel and do not use bearings, therefore easy accessible
for both cleaning and maintenance operations.
The speed of each separate motor can be adjusted, resulting in an
improved yield. The speed of the belt and the amount of water usage
are adjustable just by a few simple clicks on the multi-language
touch screen control display.

Waste transport
The Continuous peeler has an automatic cleaning program that uses 75%
less water than conventional peeling methods.
The water usage can be automatically adjusted by using the touch
screen control display.
The clean product is transported through the peeler,
whilst the waste drops down to the integrated waste auger.
There is an option to connect the waste auger to a pump, enabling the
waste to be transported in an easy and very clean way.

Summary
Blade 2.1
Highlights
- Peeler with capacities up to 7.000 kg/h
- Peeler with capacities up to 15.000 lb/h
- Touch screen for easy use
- Automatic infeed and weighing process
- Flexible use for diﬀerent purposes
- Integral waste removal auger
- Easy to run and adjust

The search for solutions

- Simple thorough cleaning

We did research on all existing equipment in the market.

- Minimal maintenance costs
- Pre peeler / combi peeler / knife peeler
- Comply to the latest food safety rules
- Little or no water required
- Treats the product in a gentle manner
- HD Execution for heavy products

Not only on processing equipment. We studied other types of
machinery from grinding equipment to lawn mowers.
Soon we discovered that peeling potatoes in the best possible way cannot
be compared to grinding, for example, furniture, or cutting grass even
on tennis courts. A potato is a delicate product that has to be handled
carefully and precisely.
Not many people know a potato is often as delicate as an apple.
Finally the R&D questioned themselves: How would you handle a sensitive
skin without damage and do an eﬀective job anyway. We found a famous
manufacturer of shavers with worldwide experience and superb quality.
Their system shaves nice and clean without damage and creates no
irritations or wounds.
They won awards for their advanced system year after year.
With the challenge to extend shelf life, peel in the best economic
way with as little waste as possible from small to large capacities and
potato sizes we are happy to introduce to you our new Blade 2.1 peeler.
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Survey delivery program
Finis B.V.
Delivery program
- Complete processing lines for:
- Onions
- Potatoes
- Carrots
- Beetroots
- Swedes
- Etc.
- Halving and quartering machines
- Proﬁling machines
- Vegetable cutting, washing and packing
- Detection, sorting and inspection
- Special elevators
- Transport systems
- And others...

Network
Finis are experts in designing, developing and manufacturing peeling and
cutting machines for all kinds of products.
Finis are proud to have supported many large, established food processing
companies by improving their processing plants, by providing
machines that increased yield, eﬃciencies and performance.
Finis have enabled their customers to enhance and extend product ranges,
this has been enabled through ongoing partnerships with customers
and a high level of understanding.
Finis is committed to providing customers with reliable and robust
equipment and supportive value added food processing solutions.
Finis has a worldwide network of agents, who share the company’s
philosophy, passion for fresh produce, therefore successfully achieving
the perfect quality as nature intended.
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Contact
Finis B.V.
Address
de Bolanden 1
7071PW Ulft

the Netherlands

Contact
+31 315 69 55 69
sales@ﬁnis.nl
www.ﬁnis.nl

To be continued
From small family farmers to large industrial concerns:
they all successfully use our machines. We invest a large part of our
revenue in developing new systems. No wonder that we have raised
the bar in the processing branch.
Our team develops machines, which centre on staﬀ cost savings,
yield improvement, cost savings and simplicity.
We are known for being able to astonish the world with our remarkable
innovations.
Although our clients are located all over the world we invite you all to
visit our factory as well as some of our European clients to get a good
impression of the equipment and solutions we engineer.
Please contact our Sales Department if you would like to accept
this invitation.

